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Disclaimer
Summary information: This document has been prepared by Neometals Ltd (“Neometals” or “the Company”) to provide summary information about the Company and its associated entities and their
activities current as at the date of this document. The information contained in this document is of general background and does not purport to be complete. It should be read in conjunction with
Neometals’ other periodic and continuous disclosure announcements lodged with the Australian Securities Exchange, which are available at www.asx.com.au.
Forward-looking information: This document contains, opinions, projections, forecasts and other statements which are inherently subject to significant uncertainties and contingencies. Many
known and unknown factors could cause actual events or results to differ materially from the estimated or anticipated events or results included in this document. Recipients of this document are
cautioned that forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance.
Any opinions, projections, forecasts and other forward-looking statements contained in this document do not constitute any commitments, representations or warranties by Neometals and its associated
entities, directors, agents and employees, including any undertaking to update any such information. Except as required by law, and only to the extent so required, directors, agents and employees of
Neometals shall in no way be liable to any person or body for any loss, claim, demand, damages, costs or expenses of whatever nature arising in any way out of, or in connection with, the information
contained in this document.
Mount Marion Project: This document contains certain historical and forecast financial and production information regarding the Mount Marion Project and Reed Industrial Minerals Pty Ltd, the owner
of the Project (Neometals: 13.8% shareholding). Neometals was not involved in preparing this information, which is taken from a 8 February 2018 announcement by Mineral Resources Limited, the
operator of the Project (via its wholly owned subsidiary, Process Minerals International Pty Ltd). However, Neometals is not aware of any reason why that information is incorrect as released by Mineral
Resources Limited.
Financial data: All figures in this document are in Australian dollars (AUD) unless stated otherwise.
Not financial product advice: This document is for information purposes only and is not financial product or investment advice, nor a recommendation to acquire securities in Neometals. It has been
prepared without taking into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of individuals. Before making any investment decision, prospective investors should consider the appropriateness of the
information having regard to their own objectives, financial situation and needs and seek legal and taxation advice appropriate to their jurisdiction.
Investment risk: An investment in securities in Neometals is subject to investment and other known and unknown risks, some of which are beyond the control of Neometals. The Company does not
guarantee any particular rate of return or the performance of Neometals. Investors should have regard to the risk factors outlined in this document.
Competent Persons Statement:
The information in this document that relates to “Mt Edwards Nickel- Mineral Resource Estimate”, “Barrambie Project - Mineral Resource Estimate”, “Barrambie Pre Feasibility Study Results”, “Mt
Marion Mineral Resource Update and “Lithium Battery Recycling – Scoping Study Results” are extracted from ASX Releases set out below. The Company confirms that it is not aware of any new
information or data that materially affects the information included in the ASX Releases set out below, and in the case of estimates of mineral resources, that all material assumptions and technical
parameters underpinning the estimates in those ASX Releases continue to apply and have not materially changed.

25/08/2015

Barrambie Pre Feasibility Study Results

27/10/2016

Mt Marion Mineral Resource Upgrade

22/02/2017

Lithium Battery Recycling – Scoping Study Results

17/4/2018

Barrambie Project – Mineral Resource Estimate

19/4/2018

Mt Edwards Nickel – Mineral Resource Estimate

The Company confirms that all the material assumptions underpinning the production target and the forecast financial information derived from the production targets in the Barrambie Pre-feasibility
Study and Lithium Battery Recycling – Scoping Study continue to apply and have not materially changed.
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Executive Summary

• Integration of lithium supply chain – new hydroxide production with battery recycling
• Battery Grade Lithium Hydroxide production
– Increases the value of the lithium units in spodumene concentrates
– Supply to battery cathode producers
– Supply chain secured by offtake from Mt Marion Mine
• Lithium Ion Battery Recycling
– Good business intersects sustainability
– Recovering high value metals from batteries for re-use in the battery supply chain
– Low cost, high value modular processing package
– Optimises the Company’s competitive position
• Future growth prospects
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Neometals today
Neometals is an ASX-listed (ASX:NMT) industrial minerals and advanced materials
project development company with a clear growth plan to move downstream and
increase margins from its sustainable products and related technologies.

Li

Ti/V
Note 1:

Integrated Lithium Business
• Mt Marion Lithium Mine (13.8%) – a Tier 1 lithium production asset, providing
existing cashflow and option to offtake
• Kalgoorlie Lithium Refinery – developing downstream processing of Li
products with secure access to concentrate feedstock from Mt Marion
• Mt Edwards (100%) & Mt Holland1 (36%) – promising lithium exploration
projects for future expansion
• Lithium Ion Battery Recycling – commercialising ‘end of life’ battery recycling
technology for recovery of critical metals
Developing Titanium / Vanadium Business
• Barrambie Titanium-Vanadium Project (100%) – one of the highest grade
hard-rock titanium resources globally
• Associated processing technology assets (e.g. Neomet Process) that have the
potential to create new business opportunities by driving down processing
costs, de-risking, attracting partners and licensing of revenue royalty streams

Held via 706.2m shares in Hannans Ltd.
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All the right elements
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Long-term Strategy
Over the last 3 financial years, Neometals has returned ~A$28m in 3 consecutive
dividends and ~A$6m in an on-market share buyback.

1

To develop a portfolio of
globally significant
materials for a sustainable
future

Li

+ Ti/V

2

Leverage operating
cashflows to drive
innovative cost
advantages and secure
strong partners

$

+

3

Into lower-risk, longer life,
higher-margin operations
to optimise stakeholder
returns

+
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Lithium Industry megatrend from 2009
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Strong LiOH demand from cathode/battery/car
makers
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Build a sustainable cost-competitive
supply for Western battery supply chain
7 t of Spodumene
Concentrate per
tonne of LiOH
Local Processing
means:
•

•
•

Minimal road
transport of
concentrate to
plant
No
port/shipping
costs
No VAT (17%)
on import into
China
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Close the loop: Recycle and re-use

Co
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Neometals – Integrated
Lithium Business
•
•
•
•

Mt Marion Lithium Mine
Kalgoorlie Lithium Refinery Project
Mt Edwards Lithium Exploration Project
Lithium Ion Battery Recycling Project
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Aiming to create the highest-margin,
sustainable integrated lithium business
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Recycling is a sustainable cost and supply
security advantage
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Scale up through organic growth
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Mt Marion – World Class Operation
450kt concentrates pa (cont ~55kt LCE)

• NMT holds 13.8% equity
• 1H FY18 EBITDA
A$52M (100% basis)
• 1H FY18 Profit
A$7.35M (NMT share)

•
•
•
•
•

Large Resource – 78Mt*
Open at depth/along strike
Processing 2.4Mtpa
Operating at steady state
Expanding to produce all 6%
Li2O concentrates in FY19
• Offtake rights for min
12.37% production from
2020
* Refer supporting information
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Kalgoorlie Lithium Refinery
In progress – evaluating feasibility of a lithium chemicals refinery in Kalgoorlie, with a nominal
production capacity of ~10ktpa of LiOH.
•

Propose to utilise a modern, conventional directconversion sulphate process to produce battery
quality LiOH monohydrate from spodumene
concentrate

•

Secure supply chain to Refinery with Neometals’
future offtake share of concentrate from Mt Marion

•

Successful vendor process flowsheet testing
completed by Veolia:

•

-

produced 99.99% pure battery grade LiOH at
high recovery rate from run-of-mine Mt
Marion concentrate

-

Similar flowsheet used successfully by leading
producers Ganfeng and GRM

M+W Group appointed to conduct a FEED Study
(currently underway), with Definitive Feasibility
Study to be completed Q1 CY19
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Kalgoorlie Lithium Refinery

•

Proposed site located 5km from Kalgoorlie township, 70km by
road from Mt Marion:
-

Neometals granted 2 year option to lease 40 hectare site
(with provision for 2 year extension)

-

Cornerstone tenant in new industrial estate

-

Favourable leasing rates versus alternative sites such as
Kwinana

•

The City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder will provide road access and
reclaimed water to the site, and assist in procurement of
infrastructure and utilities, including grid power and natural
gas

•

Kalgoorlie is a favourable location:
-

Large and skilled workforce

-

Proximal to mine to reduce transportation of waste

-

Access to all key reagents, including sulphuric acid

-

First class road and rail infrastructure connecting to
multiple open-access ports

-

Significant land available for Refinery expansions
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Residue Handling - Preliminary Evaluation
• Production of Lithium Hydroxide has a residue
– Approx 62,000tpa from 10,000tpa LiOH
– Potential road-base, cement making or ceramics applications
– Otherwise landfill
• Developing a process to make synthetic zeolite materials
– Produce approx. 100,000tpa synthetic zeolite
– Opportunity to create value, co-product revenue
– Improve competitive cost position of LiOH production
– Process development in progress
– Product evaluation and characterisation in progress
• Global zeolite market , synthetic zeolites is 2.4Mtpa and approx. USD13.7B
• Synthetic zeolite applications include water removal from gas streams, gas cleaning,
adsorbents, molecular sieves and catalysts
– Commonly used in petroleum refining, syn-fuel and petrochemical production
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Commercialisation Plan

M+W
FEED Study
& Feasibility
Study

Partner/
Offtake
& Final
Investment
Decision*

MarQ 19

JuneQ 19

Construct**

Commission**

FY’s19 & 20

Mid CY21

Offtake/Partner Selection Process

(*)

Subject to NMT Board Approval

(**)

Subject to FID
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Recycling - Sustainable Stewardship

• Stewardship obligations
– Increasing legislated obligations on producers of EVs to be responsible for
end of life custody and disposal of the batteries
• Recycling makes commercial sense and sustainability sense
– Recovers materials for re-use
– Control of recovered materials gives vehicle maker leverage for vehicle
battery supply chain cost and supply negotiations
– Prevents escape to landfill
– The manufacturer that collects and recycles
• controls its supply chain by capturing the materials
• Meets its stewardship obligations
• Delivers lower cost and increased supply security to manufacturers of vehicles
+
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Less than 5% of Li-ion batteries
are recycled

Co

Typically = 20% Co
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Lithium Battery Recycling

Neometals is developing a sustainable technology to economically recover critical metals from used
and scrap lithium ion batteries.
•

Regulation driving ethical sourcing and disposal of lithium
ion batteries

•

Urban mining opportunity to secure critical metals
otherwise going to waste

•

Cobalt supply chain under stress due to increased demand
from battery industry and supply chain dominated by
co-production and high sovereign risk sources

•

Less than 5% of used Li-ion batteries are recycled

•

Scoping Study completed in 2017 indicated potential for a
viable processing to initially recover saleable Cobalt
product

•

Development has progressed to flowsheet designed to
recover multiple critical metals from spent batteries

•

Pilot plant nearing the end of commissioning in Montreal
and FID on commercial 10tpd plant to follow in mid-2019

Proposed Plant Schematic
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Important Issues - Recycling

Co

• Commercial viability and feasibility
– Recycling has to be commercially viable to make it sustainable
– The processing package has to be practical and manageable
• Execution risk
– De-risk the package before it has to be scaled up
– Investor confidence is essential from early stages
• Environmental footprint
• Industrial Safety
• Process Chemistry
• Product specifications
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Co

Pilot Plant - Montreal
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Benefits

Co

• Small footprint, co-locate with sources of raw materials
• Efficient capture of main value elements, return to battery supply chain as
high grade compounds
• High economic efficiency and return – turns a waste disposal obligation cost
centre into a profit centre
• Facilitates distributed regional locations
– eliminates cross-border transport issues with hazardous materials
• Small environmental footprint closes the loop on end-of-life stewardship
• Reduce execution risk on small-scale plant, in readiness for large scale
operation when the large-scale batteries are available
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Co

Commercialisation Plan

Running Partner/Site Selection Processes in parallel with test work and engineering programs
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Sustainable & Secure Supply Chain Loop

• Recycling makes commercial sense and sustainability sense
– Recovers materials for re-use
– Eliminates some of the energy normally spent on mining/concentrating
– Prevents escape to landfill
– Closes the supply chain
• New chemical production
– High demand growth needs new raw materials, recycling cannot replace
new production for the moment
– Efficiency improvements are needed in new chemical processing
• Combined with recycling solution makes a compelling business model
– Secure supply chain for manufacturers of EV and batteries
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Potential growth options
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Mt Edwards Lithium Project

• Brownfields lithium exploration project
• Located 80km south of Kalgoorlie, and 40km south of
the Mt Marion lithium mine
• Tenements cover area of 240km2 across the highly
prospective Widgiemooltha Dome
• Historical exploration confirms the presence of multiple
fertile lithium-caesium-tantalum pegmatites
• Project has access to sealed roads and developed rail
and energy infrastructure
• Tenements also prospective for nickel - current
Indicated and Inferred Mineral Resource of 7.39Mt @
1.7% Ni for ~123.3kt contained Ni
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Company Highlights

• Tier-one assets in globally relevant commodities
• Team with exploration, development and production experience to deliver
• History of de-risking with strong partners and diversified assets
• Margin improvement strategy via downstream integration and technology solutions
• Secure sources of ‘feed’ for downstream operation
• Clear path to growth
• Building long term businesses - methodical, stepwise approach that leverages on
proven track record
• Enabler of products for sustainable future
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Thank you
www.neometals.com.au
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
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Company Snapshot

12 Month Share Price Performance

Shares on Issue1

m

543.9

Share Price (20-Aug-18)

A$

0.305

Market capitalisation

A$m

165.9

Cash (30-Jun-18)

A$m

30.4

Debt (30-Jun-18)

A$m

-

Investments (30-Jun-18)2

A$m

14.3

0.60

14.0
12.0

0.50

10.0

0.40

8.0
0.30
6.0
0.20

4.0

Major Shareholders (21-Aug-18)
David Reed (Non-Executive Director)

9.0 %

Global X Lithium ETF

2.8 %

Top 20

36.2 %

Note 1:
Note 2:
Source:

0.10

Aug-17

2.0

Nov-17

Feb-18

May-18

Aug-18

Excludes 7.0m performance rights.
Loan receivables and investments
Bloomberg as at 20-Aug-18.
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Volume (m)

OTC:RDRUY
Price (A$)

ASX: NMT

Board of Directors

Steven Cole
Chairman
Steven has 35 years of
professional, corporate
and business experience
through senior legal
consultancy, as well as a
range of executive
management and non
executive appointments.
His extensive boardroom
and board sub-committee
experience includes ASX
listed, statutory,
proprietary and NFP
organisations covering
the industrial, financial,
educational, professional
services, health and
resources sectors.

Chris Reed
Managing Director
Chris started in the
mining industry in 1990
and co-founded Reed
Resources in 2001. Chris
holds a Bachelor of
Commerce from the
University of Notre Dame
and a Graduate
Certificate in Mineral
Economics from WA
School of Mines. He is a
Member of the AusIMM
and immediate past VicePresident of the
Association of Mining &
Exploration Companies.

David Reed
Non-Executive Director
David was a director and
Chairman of CIBC
Australia Limited. David
has been a prospector,
former secretary of the
Amalgamated
Prospectors and
Leaseholders Association
and private mine owner.
In 1984 David founded
Mt. Martin Gold Mines
NL, which with partner
Newmont Australia
developed the million
ounce New Celebration
Gold Mine. In recognition
of his service to the
community he was
awarded the Order of
Australia Medal in 2002.

Natalia Streltsova
Non-Executive Director

Doug Ritchie
Non-Executive Director

Natalia Streltsova is a
PhD qualified chemical
engineer with over 25
years experience in the
minerals industry,
including over 10 years in
senior technical and
corporate roles with
mining majors - WMC,
BHP and Vale. Dr
Streltsova has
considerable international
experience covering
project development and
acquisitions in South
America, Africa and the
Former Soviet Union.
She is currently a
Non-Executive Director of
Western Areas Limited
and Parkway Minerals
NL.

Doug Ritchie is a senior
resources industry
executive with over 35
years experience,
including over 28 years
working with Rio Tinto. Mr
Ritchie has considerable
international corporate
experience, including in
China. He has been a
director of various ASX
and HKSE listed
companies as well as
research and
commercialisation
organisations
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Executive Team

Mike Tamlin
COO
Mike has over 35 years
experience, including
over 20 years in the
lithium industry and was
responsible for
developing the
spodumene trade
between Australia and
China. Former positions
include GM Marketing of
Sons of Gwalia and GM
China of Galaxy
Resources. He has a
degree in Metallurgy and
is also currently a director
of Frontier Lithium.

Darren Townsend
CDO
Darren is a Mining
Engineer with 20 years’
mining and corporate
experience.
Extensive experience in
managing ASX and TSX
listed companies. East
African experience incl.
development of tantalum
mines in Australia and
Mozambique and
resource drill out and
permitting a niobium
project in Kenya.
.

Jason Carone
CFO & Co Sec
Jason
holds a Bachelor
.
of Commerce in
Accounting and Business
Law from Curtin
University and is a
member of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants,
and Chartered
Secretaries He has over
20 years’ experience in
accounting, company
administration in Australia
and South East Asia
across a broad range of
industries. Jason has
been with Neometals 10
years.

Paul Wallwork
GM Marketing
Paul has nearly 30 years
of experience in technical
sales, international
marketing and
management roles. Most
recently, in the role of
Trading Manager at Iluka
Resources, Australia’s
largest mineral sand
producer. In the five-year
period from 2008 to 2013
Mr Wallwork held the
roles of Marketing
Manager and General
Manager Marketing at
Talison with responsibility
for export sales of
tantalum, tin and lithium
minerals.

Jeremy McManus
GM Commercial & IR
Jeremy has nearly 20
years experience in the
resources and technology
minerals sectors.
Prior to Neometals,
Jeremy was the
Commercial Manager for
advanced materials
company Talga
Resources.
Holding a MBA and
postgraduate
qualifications in applied
finance and corporate
governance, Jeremy is
versed in strategy
management, technology
commercialisation, capital
markets and IP
management.
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Executive / Consultant Team

Greg Hudson
GM Geology
Greg has more than 18
years’ experience in all
facets of hard rock
geology, including
exploration, project
evaluation, mineral
resource development
and mining. He has
extensive minerals
experience across Gold,
Iron Ore, Lithium,
Tantalum and other base
metals. Greg was
previously the General
Manager Geology for
Mount Gibson Iron and
the Chief Geologist at BC
Iron. He holds a Bachelor
of Science with Honours
and post graduate
qualifications in Applied
Finance and Mineral
Economics. .

Gavin Beer
Battery Recycling
Greg has more than 18
years’ experience in all
facets of hard rock geology,
including exploration,
project evaluation, mineral
resource development and
mining. He has extensive
minerals experience across
Gold, Iron Ore, Lithium,
Tantalum and other base
metals. Greg was
previously the General
Manager Geology for
Mount Gibson Iron and the
Chief Geologist at BC Iron.
He holds a Bachelor of
Science with Honours and
post graduate qualifications
in Applied Finance and
Mineral Economics. .

Darren Wates
General Counsel
. Darren has over 15
years’ experience in
corporate and
commercial law in
Western Australia, having
worked in the Perth office
of a national law firm and
more recently in senior
consultancy at a
specialist corporate,
commercial and
resources law firm.
Mr Wates holds a
Bachelor of Laws and a
Bachelor of Commerce
from Murdoch University,
and a Graduate Diploma
in Applied Finance and
Investment from the
Financial Services

Dr. Yatendra Sharma
PM - Lithium

Michael Spratt
EPC Adviser - Lithium

Yatendra holds a PhD in
chemical technology with
over 42 years of
experience at top
management including
general management
position at Galaxy
Resources Limited (20092012) etc where he
successfully managed
construction of then the
world’s largest lithium
carbonate plant.
Yatendra is a member of
the Australasian Institute
of Mining and Metallurgy
(MAusIMM) and Royal
Australian Chemical
Institute (CChem
MRACI).

Michael is a Metallurgist
with over 50 years of
experience in mining,
mineral processing,
engineering and
construction both in
Australia and overseas.
Michael has held senior
general management
positions such as
Managing Director of
Thailand Smelting and
Refining Company and
Simcoa, GM Operations
at Robe River Iron Ore,
Operations Director of
Minproc and Kaiser
Engineers.
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V

Demerger
•
•

Highlights
Structure Overview

+
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Demerger Overview
Neometals plans to demerge its Barrambie Titanium-Vanadium Project (“Barrambie”) and associated
technology assets into a new ASX-listed company (“NewCo”).
•

Neometals to demerge Barrambie and associated non-lithium technology assets, subject to
shareholder and third-party approvals

•

Neometals to focus on developing its fully-integrated lithium business, underpinned by offtake rights
to Mt Marion lithium concentrate

•

NewCo to focus initially on execution of a ‘DSO’ strategy for the initial development of Barrambie, with
continued evaluation of subsequent on-site concentrate and/or chemical production

•

Neometals shareholders to receive shares in NewCo via an in-specie distribution

•

Shareholders will retain Neometals shares held and will be issued a proportionate number of NewCo
shares i.e. hold the same percentage of NewCo as they currently hold in Neometals

•

ATO Class Ruling being sought to ensure in-specie distribution of NewCo shares will qualify for
demerger tax relief (i.e. CGT rollover)

•

The demerger is expected to be completed in the March 2019 quarter, subject to approvals

•

Notice of Meeting to outline demerger specifics
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Post-Demerger Structure Overview
Two focused entities will be created through the demerger.
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